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Istvan Tolgyesi

Nature Conservation in
Hungary: Presentation of a
National Park

Located in central Europe, Hungary has a land area of 93,030
krn" (35,919 sq mi), and a population of more than 10 million.
Although small by some standards, Hungary's importance in
nature protection cannot be underestimated. Owing to the specific
climatic, hydrologic and soil conditions characteristic to the Carpathian Basin, several biocoenosis are found only in this part of
the world.
The importance of this region is also emphasized in the Udvardy biogeographic classification. In this system, the central part
of the Carpathian Basin, which practically coincides with the
Hungarian political boundaries, is distinguished as an independent unit within the Paleactic Realm, and is known as the Pannonian Province.
The legal and theoretical framework of nature conservation was
laid down in Hungary's Forest Law of 1879. The first nature
protection area, the Large Forest in Debrecen, was established in
1939. After the second World War the most important step for
improving nature protection was a new ordinance adopted in
1961. The National Office for Nature Conservation, under the
direct supervision of the Council of Ministers, established by this
ordinance, organized and directed the nation's nature protection
work.
In 1977 the coordination and supervision of nature and environmental protection were unified, and the National Authority
for Environment Protection and Nature Conservation (OKTH)
was established. A National Council for Environment and Nature
Protection provides advice to the decision- and policy-makers in
the government.
Most of the extensive development of nature protection took
place between 1970 and 1980. During this period the amou.nt of
natural area under legal protection increased forty fold. National
protected areas are managed by seven regional organizations
(inspectorates) and the national parks' boards of directors.
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A country museum in the park at Bugac, Hungary. It is built in
the style of the so-called" dry mills." Note the decorative wooden
carving in theforeground. Photo: Dr. Istvdn Tolgyesi
There are also 608 protected areas of local importance totalling
20,405 ha (50,400 acres). The declaration for legal protection of
these areas was made by the county councils.
Hungary also has 1,788 legally protected caves, of which 85
receive special protection. Under the spirit of the law all newly
discovered caves automatically are protected.
In all, the total land under legal protection represents approximately five percent of Hungary's area. In a densely populated
country, where agriculture is the most important factor in the
economy, we believe this is a reasonable proportion.
We also have another conservation category known as protected national treasures without land. This permits legal protection for many plant and animal species, whether or not they are in
protected areas. Included in this designation as 30 species of
plants, 1 reptile, 31 birds and 2 mammals. The degree of protection in this category is expressed through monetary values. For
example: the great bustard (Otis tarda) is one of the rarest birds in
Europe. Under this ordinance its monetary value is 50,000 forints
(approximately US $200) if someone kills a bird or destroys an
egg.
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A typical ecosystem: aforest ofjunipers
and poplars which has evolved on the
sand-dune areas. Several indigenous/
endemic species can be found here.

Kiskunsag National Park
An overall picture of all our protected areas can be given by
describing the activities of Kiskunsag National Park (the name
comes from the tribe "Kun," who fled from the Mongols and
settled in this area), located between Tisza and Duna rivers in the
central part of the country.
Kiskunsag is a complex of six separate land units whose total
area is relatively small-33,816
ha (75,651 acres). It is a land of
saline plains, swamps and sand dunes. Although supervision of
the separate districts far from each other is not easy, the management of distinct areas under one board with a unified concept has
its advantages.
In the Park, both the ecosystems which are close to natural
conditions and the man-modified systems are found. The many
types of land use found in the reserve make management difficult:
Land Use
Plowed field
Meadow
Vineyard and orchard
Grazing land
Reeds
Forest
Uncultivated land
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Percent of total area
15
10
I
36
2
15
21

The interests of different economic units-forestry,
farm cooperatives, state farms, etc.-must
be taken into account along with the
"pure" interests of nature protection when measuring their compatibility with the aims of protection. It should be noted that,
following the socio-economic structure of our country, private
ownership does not exceed two percent of the total" park land.
Such a small proportion is very advantageous
during the
reconciliation of interests.
Although the law founding the Park in 1975 legally ensures the
priority of nature protection in general terms, and the economic
units are obliged to adhere to it, the implementation of certain
concepts of the management requires negotiations with economic
units working within the Park. These may deal with modifications
of the long term plans of farm cooperatives, or with the working
plans of local forestry. These negotiations are all the more necessary because the ordinance establishing the Park did not change
the ownership and right of land use. Thus, the national park land
and its right of use remains in the hands of the farm cooperatives,
forestry, state farms, etc.
As a great change in the past few years, the National Park
Board of Directors, with the aid of the OKTH, has begun exercising the right of land use over the most valuable acres. This was
accelerated in 1979 when more than two-thirds of the Park was
designated as a biosphere reserve, and the Board now controls the
core areas of the reserve.

It must be emphasized that the protection and controlled economic utilization of the land in our protected areas are not complete enemies. In Europe where the land's transformation by man
has been taking place since ancient times, the traditionai land
uses, such as grazing, cutting grass or trees, is an integral part of
nature protection. However, this complicated form of management cannot be accomplished without a well trained governing
body of specialists, supported by current scientific knowledge.
The expert Board of the National Park is composed of a director
who is a forester, a deputy director who is a geologist, a hydrologist, an agriculturalist, a zoologist, a botanist and six rangers
with medium qualifications. This staff deals directly with the
management and with the establishment of the unity of economic
utilization and protection. The Board of Directors takes particular
care in organizing and coordinating research in the reserve, and of
applying the results of this research in the everyday management
practices.
There are three types of research programs organized and
financed by the Board and the OKTH: (1) flora and fauna projects,
soil mapping, etc; (2) ecological investigations; and (3) other
activities closely connected with nature conservation, such as
geological history of the area, studies of effect of using mineral
fertilizers, ethnographic investigations.
Environmental
education and dissemination of scientific
knowledge are also very important. The well equipped headquarters of the National Park and the educational center in one of the
districts are suitable for all age-groups of students.
We usually receive about 100,000 visitors, but they are allowed
to enter only the places which are designatedfor them. Most of the
tourists come only to relax. Organized and guided by tourist
agencies, their programs are enriched by horse shows and visits to
the country museums within the Park. However, a certain proportion want to become acquainted with our work and our natural
treasures; these people, who are deeply interested in nature and
know more about it than the average, are guided by our employees. Programs for them usually touch the strictly protected
areas.

As in all national parks, the purpose of supporting tourism is not
only for introduction to the reserve, or providing people with
possibilities to relax and opportunities to spend their leisure time
usefully, but also to increase our funds ensured by OKTH to cover
management and maintenance costs.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the land of Europe, including Hungary, bears the marks of cultures of thousands of years.
The maintenance of old buildings and material remains of traditional ways of life is the task of all national parks. In accordance
with the history of this region, the Kiskunsag National Park is
engaged in saving the material remains of traditional ways of
pastoral life and the life on farms characteristic for centuries
(there are still hundreds of inhabited farms in the reserve). In
addition, attention is given to preservation of the ancient types of
domesticated animals, such as the Hungarian grey cattle, Hungarian racka sheep, Mangalica pig, etc., and the cultivated plants
grown here long before modern agriculture. They provide beauty
for the tourists as well as a gene-bank for the future.
Environment and nature protection are part of the policy of
government. However, I should also emphasize the role of volunteers, the citizen groups who provide the base of much of our
work. Two of these voluntary organizations are the local organization of the Hungarian Society for Ornithology and the Friendship
Circle of the National Park. Members of both of the groups are
drawn into the management and they do their best to preserve the
flora, fauna and the park itself for future generations.
In densely populated Europe nature protection and environment protection and the National Council for Environment and
Nature Protection together can guarantee that protection will be
an integrated part of the planning and development in the future.
This is a desirable target which coincides with the ideas of the
World Conservation Strategy.

Dr. Istvan Tolgyesi, aforester, is Director of Kiskunsag National
Park. He also took the photographs which accompany the article.

Another type of the park's environmental
systems are seen on these saline plains.
In summer, the salt appears on the surface
in crystal form. The continuous grazing
of sheep and horses maintains the wildlife
and plant communities.
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Commission on National Parks and
Protected Areas

Merit Awards Recognize
Specialists for Their
Outstanding Service

The Commission on National Parks and Protected Areas, IUCN,
has established an International Parks Merit Award program to
acknowledge the "unsung heroes of conservation" and provide
some tangible recognition of their efforts.
Some of the recipients are recognized for having persisted in
their ideals for many years, overcoming public indifference and
bureaucratic hostility in furthering the management and protected
of natural areas around the world. Others in the field have faced
real and constant physical danger from those seeking to rob a
country of its natural heritage.
The Fred M. Packard International Merit Award recognizes
outstanding efforts in several categories:
(1) Special achievement (awarded at the once-a-decade World
Congress on National Parks);
(2) Long and distinguished service (awarded at the once a decade World Congress on National Parks); and
(3) Special valour awards (presented annually).
Awards were presented to the following at the Bali Congress on
National Parks:
SYED AHMED (India) driver, Ranthambhor Tiger Reserve, for
his bold and valorous act of shielding and rescuing Fateh Singh
Rathore during a vicious assault by illegal grazers in the Reserve
in 1981. Ahmed shielded Mr. Singh with his own body and was
beaten with sticks, for which injuries he was later hospitalized.
Without Mr. Ahmed's intervention, the Field Director's serious
injuries could well have been fatal.
SIR CHARLES G. CONNELL (UK) for his effective communication of national parks ideals and objectives to the public. A
retired Scottish lawyer, since the Second World War Sir Charles
has devoted his spare time and energy to nature conservation in
Scotland. In his 84th year, he still plays an active part in the business off the Scottish Wildlife Trust which he founded in 1966. The
Trust is the only non-government organization in Scotland which
caters to the full range of wildlife habitat, currently administering
over 60 reserves. He contributed to the drafting of new nature
conservation legislation in Britain between 1960 and 1975 - a
period of great advances with the Countryside Acts, the Nature
Conservancy Council Act and Wild Creatures and Rare Plants
Act.
1981 DECEASED GUARDS OF VIRUNGA NATIONAL
PARK (Zaire). The inscription read: "During the turmoil between 1960 and 1967, over twenty rangers gave their lives in the
defense of Virunga National Park. Their valor in this critical
period ensured the survival of a World Heritage Site for all humanity."
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MYLES J. DUNPHY (Australia) for championing the cause of
national parks in Australia. From 1916 until a few years ago, Mr.
Dunphy waged an active campaign for a state-wide system of
national parks containing wilderness areas, and completed wilderness parks. His voluntary efforts inspired others and gave impetus for the establishment of a comprehensive system of national
parks in New South Wales, Australia. Although ably assisted by
others, Dunphy was essentially a "loner," initiating most of the
proposals, mapping and describing, publishing and championing
the cause of national parks. Mr. Dunphy was a central figure in
bushwalking, which spawned the widespread environmental and
conservation movement of today.
DR. JOSE RAFAEL GARCIA (Venezuela) for his innovative
management of parks. The present Director of the National Parks
Directorate of Venezuela, Garcia was appointed the first Director-Superintendent in a national park in Venezuela in 1952. His
leadership has resulted in the establishment of 26 national parks
and 13 natural monuments as well as a number of management
policies of significance.
SYLVANUS GO RIO (Papua New Guinea) for his innovative
management of parks. As a young graduate he joined the Papua
New Guinea National Parks Board in 1968 as a park ranger, and
became the first local Director of the Board in 1975. He has developed a system of National Parks and Reserves which has placed
Papua New Guinea in the lead of this activity in the Oceanic
Realm, and he has become a major figure in developing national
parks and protected areas of many countries in the Oceanic
Realm.
JEAN-PAUL HARROY (Belgium) for many years directed
IUCN's National Parks Commission and inspired countries to develop protected natural areas. He built up the world list of natural
parks, and made it a significant goal which inspired nations to
designate areas which would qualify for the list. He remains a
dedicated leader in the field of national parks and his influence
will be long recognized.
KEPALA SEKSIS OF INDONESIA (received by Yus Rostandi,
Senior Kepala Seksi). The Kepala Seksis (Section Heads, Park
Superintendent or Chief Warden) of Indonesia are recognized for
the important work which they have carried out in designing and
planning Indonesia's system of protected areas.
SGT. MAJ. PETER LOGWE and the Kidepo Valley National
Park Ranger Force (Uganda) for the team's long record of distinguished service in confronting well-armed aggressive poachers.
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DR. GEORGE RUHLE (USA) for his many services in communicating national parks ideals and objectives to public, and his
inspiration to younger national park officers. "Doc" has had 49
years of service with the United States National Parks Service and
served as the first naturalist in a number of parks, including
Glacier National Park. He has served the international conservation effort in Thailand, South Korea, China and India.
MIRAVALDO DE JESUS SIGUARA (Brazil) for his conscientious application to duty in the face of adverse circumstances.
With very little formal education, Siguara entered the Bahia
Forest Service in 1955 and rose to the rank of Chief Guard before
his retirement 21 years later. Through initiative, courage and
drive, with very little support and staff, he succeeded in establishing the Monte Pascoal National Park of Brazil against pressures
from loggers and hunters. Upon his official retirement in 1981, he
continued his hard work in the Una Biological Reserve which is
faced with many of the problems and hard living conditions which
Siguara overcame to get Monte Pascoal National Park established.

Sgt. Major Peter Logwe, Kidepo National
Park, Uganda, recipient of Packard Awardfor
numerous acts of courage. Photo: 1. Thorsell
This ranger force has displayed numerous acts of courage, particularly over the past three years. Often outnumbered by betterarmed poachers, this force has continually faced fire from automatic rifles, mortars, rocket launchers and machine guns as a
result of which eight rangers have been killed in action over the
past decade. In addition, in 1980, the force as a whole suffered
during the famine which affected Karamoja; two of the rangers'
children died of starvation, yet there are no recorded incidents of
rangers poaching to feed themselves during that time. Peter
Logwe, a ranger since 1969 and leader of the force since 1976, has
consistently exposed himself to danger from ambush and exchange of fire.
FERGUS LOTHIAN (Canada) for his administrative service in
the establishment and management of national parks and other
protected areas, and for his undaunting efforts to preserve the
national parks story of Canada for posterity. Mr. Lothian began
work with the Department of the Interior in Canada in 1918 and
became Assistant Chief of the National Parks Service Division
prior to his official retirement in 1966. He has continued to work
on contract since then. He now has 64 years of service and has
written a four-volume history of Parks Canada. At the age of 82,
he continues to go to the office each day to work on volume five.
FATEH SINGH RATHORE (India) Field Director of Ranthambhor Tiger Reserve, for his conscientious application to duty
under adverse circumstances. With outstanding work he achieved
effective anti-poaching, control of grazing, fire protection and
development of wildfowl habitat. He was instrumental in bringing about the amicable relocation of villages from the heart of the
Tiger Reserve by providing adequate and suitable alternatives.
His perseverance and tactful efforts over almost a decade have
finally eliminated domestic and commercial grazing from the core
area of the Ranthambhor Tiger Reserve in the face of initial
opposition and antagonism. This antagonism was expressed most
acutely in 1981 when he was seriously injured in a vicious assault
by villagers while attempting to discourage their illegal commercial grazing practices.

DR. SOEDJARWO AND HIS STAFF (Indonesia). Soedjarwo
is the Indonesian Director General of Forestry, responsible for
providing the leadership which has guided one of the most impressive nature conservation efforts anywhere in the tropics. Beginning with a tiny staff and few protected areas, Soedjarwo has
build the Directorate of Nature Conservation into a large, wellfunded agency with some 1l.4 million ha of the world's richest
and most diverse natural habitats.
ROBERT I. STANDISH (USA) was the founding editor of
PARKS Magazine, the professional journal which unites all those
interested in national parks. He built up the magazine from an idea
into a reality, tirelessly collecting material from around the world,
building up the distribution list, and ensuring that the publication
was always of high quality.
JAMES PETER STANTON (Australia) for his innovative application of resource surveys to the planning of the Queensland park
system. Stanton was transferred to the National Parks system of
the National Parks and Wildlife Service of Queensland in 1967.
With his rare capacity for detailed field work and dedication to the
cause of national parks, he carried out the majority of assessments
in the wide range of dissimilar Queensland ecosystems, resulting
in a rapid growth of the network of Queensland's national parks
and protected areas, and proposals to protect representative samples of all major Queensland habitats.

Ferg Lothian (left) receives International Parks Merit Awardfrom
CNPPA Chairman H. K. Eidsvik. Photo: Andre Guindon
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Drs. Alain and Nicole Monfort

Akagera: Rwanda's
Largest National Park

With a population now of over five million inhabitants (4,819,317
in 1978) and an area of only 26,338 km2 (10,169 sq. mi.), Rwanda
is the most densely crowded country in Africa. Nevertheless, it is
also the country that devotes the greatest proportion of its land to
conservation.
Akagera National Park (2,600 km") and the adjacent Mutara
Hunting Reserve (300 km") alone make up 11 percent. Add to
these the Volcano National Park (120 km") and the Nyungwe
Forest Reserve (900 km") and one gets a protected area that covers
15 percent of Rwanda, although it must be said that the survival of
the Nyungwe F.R. is in serious doubt.
While Rwanda is known above all for its gorillas many people
consider that the variety of its habitats and the abundance of its
game make Akagera one of the most interesting national parks in
Africa. Altitudes in the Park vary from 1280 m-1825 m (42256025 ft), with the River Akagera, a Nile headwater, forming the
lowest points and a chain of hills running roughly along the centre
of the Park to the west of Akagera River the highest. The Park can
be crudely divided into three major habitat zones.
The north of the Park and the Mutara Hunting Reserve are
characterised by low, rolling hills surrounding often marshy valleys. Trees are scarce, but the savanna grass layer, mostly
Themeda trianda, Hyparrhenia sp. and Cympopogon afronardus
in this region, grow well on the deep soil. It is here that the
greatest concentrations of herbivores are found, especially in the
dry season, with zebras, topi, buffalo and waterbuck often gathering in herds of several thousands near the valley bottoms.
In the January-March mating season of the topi, the males

gather and display in groups called leks containing scores of animals. By contrast, oribis, also found here, live permanently in
family groups, whose size varies with population and density and
available resources. They, like the lekking topi males, defend territories and during the short grass season the marking and territorial behaviour of these two species is easily observed. It is also in
this region of the Park that the reedbuck are at their most abundant. While in the rest of the Park they live, like the oribi, in small
family groups, here they form herds of up to 50 and occasionally
even hundreds of individuals. These groups are very localised,
being found on just a few of the hills, and why they form these
large restricted groups is totally unknown.
The large herds of zebra, topi and buffalo are the most noticeable aspect of the area's fauna. What is not so obvious is the curious fact that each species is much bigger than in east Africa. No
adult male zebra in the park weighs less than 300 kg (660 lb) and it
is not rare to find buffalo males weighing 1000 kg (2200 Ib) and
reaching a shoulder height of1.8 m (nearly 6 ft) with horn widths
of l.l m (3 1h ft). Since lions rarely attack these huge animals
(except for a few prides that specialise in hunting them) the Akagera buffalo can reach ages of 25 years or more. Such old, ailing
animals become particularly short-tempered and charge at the
slightest disturbance, even if it is a passing car.
Moving on to the central and southern parts of the Park one
drives through 200-400 m (600-1,300 ft) high hills cut by deep,
narrow valleys. The vegetation here is more varied than in the
north. The hill-top savannas are more heavily treed and bushed,
but the cover varies enormously becoming at its densest dry

River Akagera, one of the headwaters of
the famed Nile River, forms the lower
elevations of the park.
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Impala, the most common antelope found in Akagera. Huge herds of mixed adults, males, females and young can be found near the
lakes.
forest. Down towards the lake borders to the east, the savanna
become more and more heavily wooded until gallery forest is
reached along the lake edges, containing such species as Albizia,
Acacia polyacanta and some Ficus. In general though, the area is
essentially wooded savanna. While Acacia and Combretum predominate, more than 250 tree species can be found in the Park and
scores of different floral associations exist depending on soil type,
slope and rainfall.
The most common antelope in this part of the Park is the impala, with densities near the lakes in excess of 500 animals km".
While in the north of the Park, where densities are low, the social
organization is based on bachelor groups and harems of one male
with several females, along the lakes the number of competing
males makes this organization impossible. Sometimes a male
manages to form a harem, but the number of neighbouring males
is so high that he spends all his time chasing them away. The
resultant aggression so disturbs the females that the harem quickly
dissolves. In this region, therefore, the impala live in large mixed
herds of many adult males, females and young.
Warthogs are also extremely common here, and bushbuck and
roan are seen quite frequently. In the valley bottoms, waterbuck
can be found everywhere, as is the case in the valleys of the north;
and on the hilltops, especially around rocky outcrops, it is not rare
to seek klipspringer.
The two largest species in the Park, the rhino and elephant, are
reintroductions. It is too early yet to say whether the elephant has
been a successful translocation; but the rhino certainly has. In
1957, six (four female and two male) were transported from the
Tanzanian side of the River. Akagera onto a nearby island in the
centre of the Park's lake region and in the ensuing 25 years numbers have increased to between 20 and 40. The elephants were
reintroduced far later, in 1975. They came from the Bugesera, a
region rapidly being given over to cultivation, and 25 survived the
move. Aged between one and ten years at the time, these animals
now live as one herd in the lake region. Often though, individuals
separate from the main herd in groups of two or three to explore
further. About eight years after the translocation two babies have
been born in the main herd, which proves the validity of such a
wildlife management operation.
Five species of primates, including two galagines, occur in the
Park and it is in this wooded section that they are at their most

common. Large herds of baboon and vervet abound, especially in
the lake region, and blue monkeys occur in the gallery forest.
The Park's swamps are the third major unit, and these are what
make the region unique. The Nile depression in the Park is effectively composed of three huge swamps separated by lakes and fed
by the River Akagera. These swamps are extremely varied with
regard to both their fauna and flora and are, without doubt, the
most diverse and best preserved in east Africa. Papryus is the
dominant marsh species, but Cladium and Miscanthidium
swamps are also frequent. It is in these latter that one finds the rare
antelope sitatunga (Tragelaphus spekei), in some places so abundant that sightings can be almost guaranteed. Areas of water lily
(Nymphea lotus) mixed with swamp grasses and floating ferns are
particularly rich in waterflow with ducks, herons, storks, plovers
and waders gathering herein great numbers.

•
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Water buffalo feeding. These huge beasts
can live more than 25 years, and reach
unusually heavy weights in the park.
Everywhere in fact, but especially in its swamps, Akagera has
an extremely rich avifauna: 525 species have been counted, a record for an area of 2,600 km". Three principal reasons account for
this richness. Firstly, Rwanda and Akagera are situated at the
meeting edge of two main biogeographic zones, those of the
Congo basin and the Sudan-Zambia savanna. The avifauna thus
contains representatives of both zones, the majority of south-and
east African origin, but also many from central Africa. Secondly,
Akagera lies on the great Nile valley migration route from Europe
and Asia.
Along with the resident species, therefore, the Park is a passageway and settling point not only for these migrators but also
the trans-equatorial African migrating species. Thirdly, the diversity of habitats in the Park, both terrestrial and peri-aquatic, encourages a diversity of bird species rivalled by few other places in
Africa.
To maintain a reasonably large Park in a country already as
densely populated as Rwanda (with a rate of population increase
3.1 percent per year that is going to lead to a doubling of the
population in 20 years or so) is no easy task. Nevertheless, there
are important arguments for the preservation of the Park, even
given the land requirements of the people.
Firstly, the soils of the Akagera region are generally very poor,
except along the banks of the waterways. In fact, studies have
shown that only between 80 and 110 thousand agriculturists could
live in the Park, which means that even were the whole Park
turned over to cultivation it would accommodate just eight
months' population increase. Furthermore, the Akagera region
and in fact all eastern Rwanda is characterised by small-scale
climatic variation. While the mean rainfall of the area is around
800 mm (31.5 in.) per year, it is not rare for certain parts of the
Park to receive only 400-500 mm (16-20 in.) One result is that
while some settlements around the Park edge suffer famine,
neighbors' fields can produce normal harvests.
Secondly, tourism in Rwanda is now showing an impressive
take-off and is responsible for an appreciable proportion of the
country's foreign earnings. The national parks are the basis for
this industry, and as well as the foreign currency they bring into
the country (3 percent of 1980 earnings), they provide employment for hundreds of Rwandans.
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Finally, conservation of large regions of Rwanda is vital for
preservation of the country's natural resources. In this respect, the
parks provide a major contrast to many agricultural programmes,
whose only result is far too often a usually irreparable and rapid
destruction of the land.
Despite these advantages, other factors, all of them consequences of the country's overdense and rapidly increasing population, make survival of the Park uncertain. The fact that encroachment into the Park does not even begin to solve Rwanda's population problems does not prevent the individual without land from
wanting to move into the Park. Likewise, while the uncertain
climate is a strong argument in general for non-occupation, what
happens during the periodic famines among recent settlers around
the Park is that they simply poach to supplement their diet.
Moreover, the sole source of income for these people in times of
drought is charcoal manufacture. A vicious circle then sets in:
drought-charcoal
manufacture-hence
destruction of the forest
-hence increased frequency of droughts.
Lastly, the newly arrived settlers come from other, overpopulated regions of Rwanda. They thus have no traditions concerning
their new homeland and so no respect for it. Being strangers in the
area and seeing the land essentially unoccupied before their arrival, they have no hesitation in destroying it completely for as
rapid a return as possible, and then moving on to settle elsewhere
and repeat the process.
One hope for this Park and the country's other still wild areas is
that the present Government, under President Habyarimana, is
fully aware of the vital necessity of preservation of Rwanda's natural resources if its people are to be fed, heated and housed. However, only strong discipline among the people, based not on repression but on information and education, will achieve this result.

The Doctors Monfort, who presently live in Rwanda, are advisors
to the Rwandan Government on the conservation and management
of national parks. Photos: Alain Monfort.
This article originally appeared in Swara, May/June 1982, a publication of the East African Wildlife Society.

Martha Stradiotto

Quetico-Superior:
Seventy-Five Years of
International Cooperation

When the glaciers retreated some 9,000 years ago, the Quetico
region of Northwestern Ontario (Canada) and the Superior National Forest of Minnesota (USA) were carved into myriad lakes,
granite bedrock, and deep, boreal forest. In 1842, this contiguous
geography was separated by an international boundary along the
waterways leading to and from Grand Portage. This divisive
threat has, however, been overcome by citizens and governments
reaching across the border to maintain the essential character of
the region. The year 1984 marks 75 years of such cooperative
endeavor between Ontario and the United States, and the celebration of the struggle to preserve wilderness.
The first step in setting aside this tract of land was the recognition of the need to do so. Acting on an expressed desire of the
public about 1905, a Minnesota forestry commissioner, Christopher C. Andrews, recommended that lands along the border
lakes be withdrawn from sale. In Ontario, the Forest Reserves Act
of 1899 had set down in writing a similar conservation policy.
Citizen leagues, concerned with saving Quetico's moose from
slaughter for surrounding work camps and for antler trophies,
urged that the government implement the Act to preserve the area.
In 1909, the US and Ontario governments joined to create the
Superior National Forest to the south and the Quetico Forest to the
north. This set a pattern of international unity which would be

reinforced through their battles against common fronts, and
would be tested by differences in legislation.
The original intention of retaining the Quetico solely as a repository of valuable timber altered in 1913, when an Order-inCouncil changed the designation from Forest Reserve to Provincial Park. It also stressed that the preserve fell under the aegis of
the Province of Ontario, and not the federal government.
The benefits of sharing an amicable border fall to the advantage
of both countries. One benefit is the victory over potential exploitations of the wilderness areas, which have criss-crossed the past
75 years. One major danger threatening the Superior National
Forest in the 1920s was the proliferation roads. Organizations
such as the Izaak Walton League and the Superior National Forest
Recreation Association opposed the construction, and in 1926 the
US Secretary of Agriculture announced the Superior National
Forest would be among three roadless areas to be set aside. (This
area in the Superior became known as the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area or BWCA in 1958). In putting forth this policy, the US government assisted in protecting the Quetico by limiting road access
to the Park from the American side. This move also spurred the
Department of Lands and Forests to deny the incursion of roads in
1948, so long as its southern counterpart continued to do the same.
The road battle was overlapped by plans to establish a series of

In canoe country, paddlers must carry their canoes and equipment when they bypass rapids andfalls or cross land between lakes.
Some of these portages in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area have been in use for centuries, dating from Indian times and French
fur trading expeditions.
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hydroelectric dams throughout the Rainy Lake system. Ernest C.
Oberholtzer, a Minnesotan ecologist, mounted the opposition first
as an individual, then as leader of the Quetico-Superior Council.
The Council's hard-won success at the International Joint Commission (established to settle disputes over the use of the boundary
waters) ensured that the waters forming the boundary between
Superior and Quetico would continue to flow along their natural
contours.
Two important steps were taken on both sides to curtail private
operations. To the south, in 1948 the US Forest Service was authorized to purchase resorts and recreational lands. To the north,
the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests refused to grant
leases for private development within the Park's boundaries.
A concern that predated the inaugural year of the QueticoSuperior was the rapacious logging of the northern forests. During the initial development of the wilderness management policy
for the BWCA, it was supposed that both timber companies and
recreationists could be pleased by leaving the shoreline uncut:
neither valuable timber nor aesthetic enjoyment would be forfeited. However, by 1941 it was clear this protection was inadequate, and a no-cut zone in the BWCA, covering one-third the
total acreage, was established. Americans urged Ontario to follow
their lead and decrease cutting.
Northern Ontario's logging industry had lagged behind that of
the States; thus, the Quetico area was not touched by the lumberman's axe until the 1920s. During the 1960s, incensed canoeists
and conservationists gathered to oppose the continuing destruction. This resulted in the formation of the Quetico Park Advisory

Committee; on this group's recommendation, the Premier of Ontario announced the immediate discontinuation of logging in
1971.
Public hearings throughout 1971 had displayed that only 11percent of the public presentations had supported logging, and led to
the reevaluation of the commercial status of Quetico and its status.
Two years later, the Park was reclassified as primitive (now known
as "wilderness"), following the example of the BWCA, which
had been managed as an area for wilderness-type recreation since
1965.
These victories for wilderness were tremendous, but many individuals felt that the gains might not be sustained without an
international treaty between Canada and the United States.
Quetico, however, was a provincial (not national) park, which
precluded the development of such a treaty.
Instead, in the 1950s, an agreement was secured to promote
communication between the province and the nation which would
ensure each was aware of the other's management policies, including notification well in advance of changes in legislation or
policy. In addition, conferences for officials and personnel of both
sides would be held regularly.
This arrangement was overseen by the Quetico-Superior International Advisory Committee, composed of three Canadians and
three US members. This unlegislated contract of cooperation
pointed up the cordial and earnest nature of the desire of the two
parties to preserve the regions as a unified whole. Without such an
agreement, each side would be more vulnerable and administration more difficult.

The Quetico-Superior is a bewildering maze of waterways winding through densely forested land areas. Motors are prohibited in
most of these waters, and canoists can find secluded camping spots which have changed little since the French voyageurs transported
their huge loads offurs to the nearest trading posts.
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The US government dissolved the Quetico-Superior International Advisory Committee in the late 1970s, thus forfeiting a
high-level diplomatic relationship concerned directly with the
welfare of the two areas. In its stead, the Quetico-Superior Foundation operates as guardian for the American preserve, while its
associate, the Quetico Foundation, watchguards the Ontario park.
Together, they continue to discuss issues and recommend compatible policies to their respective governments, in the interest of
preservation.
Over the years, a strong working relationship between the administrators of the BWCA and Quetico has been forged. An annual meeting, alternating from province to state, is held to
familiarize staff members of the US Forest Service and the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources with changes in regulations,
to air concerns, and to perpetuate friendly relations. On a less
formal basis, portage crews, conservation officers, naturalists,
and rangers rendezvous along the boundary waters in the course
of duty.
The relationship between the services gained further importance as the recreational use of the BWCA and Quetico increased and contentious issues came to the fore. The regions were
to be preserved as wilderness sanctuaries, yet this objective was
being erased by the problems accompanying use: mounting litter,
erosion of campsites, and motor vehicles.
Action was demanded to enforce the Quetico-Superior's primitive status. As well, action taken would necessarily have to include similar regulations, drawn up through consultation with the
other party. The vast majority ofQuetico users were American and
travel between the two areas was frequent.
Quetico began requiring visitors permits in 1956; BWCA established a similar policy in 1966. The American push for a can and
bottle ban in 1973 functioned as a lever to initiate the same program for its northern neighbor four years later. Quota systems
were put into effect on both sides to limit the number of visitors,
and entry points were determined to distribute the impact of these
travelers. One major sorepoint remained-motorized
vehicles.
Motorized travel fell into three categories: motorboats, snowmobiles, and airplanes. Ontario led the way against the motorboat
by phasing out its use by the general public by 1979. Lakes adjacent to Lac La Croix were exempt for members of the Lac La
Croix Indian Band Guiding Association as a temporary measure
to permit the guides time to seek out alternative employment opportunities.
Across the border, only 33 percent of the water within the
BWCA was open to motorboats in 1978. It is projected that by
1999 this will be reduced to 24 percent.
Similar comparisons follow with the snowmobile ban. Quetico
does not permit the recreational use of these vehicles under any
circumstance. As of this year, snowmobile use has been restricted
in the BWCA to two overland portages.
The United States preceded Ontario by more than 30 years
when President Truman decreed that after 1951 aircraft above the
BWCA would be restricted to a height no less than 4,000 feet
(1,219 m) and could not land except under special circumstances.
In 1955, the Federal Department of Transport responded to the
Ontario Government's urging to limit the indiscriminate use of
airspace over Quetico. The Ministry of Natural Resources continues to work toward paralleling the American ceiling.
Fire control is another example of cooperative effort between
the two services. The bilateral arrangement dictates that detection
flights sighting smoke across the border will report it to the other
region's fire management centre, and will proceed with the initial
attack. By saving valuable time, the procedure suppresses the
spread of the burn and has resulted in salvaging many acres of
wilderness.

Travelers through the Boundary Waters bring their own civilization with them, then carry off all traces when they leave. Only
a ring offire-blackened stones will mark a camping spotfor the
next visitors.

The question of how wilderness is defined arises when it is
recognized that fire constitutes an important element in an ecosystem. Studies have been conducted for both regions and are debated among administrators. The reports suggest that without fire,
the average forests within the Quetico-Superior will mature to a
point where dangerous fuel build-up and risk of insect outbreaks
will create an undesirable situation. By allowing natural fires to
burn under strictly monitored conditions, this difficulty could be
averted and would promote plant and hence animal diversity. If
the program goes ahead, a great deal of coordination will be required between the two agencies.
Acid rain is another concern stimulating debate across the border. One specific target of this concern is the Ontario hydro
thermo-generating plant situated north of Atikokan; scheduled to
start up in 1986, this coal-burning facility has developed despite
nine years of opposition. The Quetico 1982 Master Plan Review
indicates emissions from the station will fall within provinciallyacceptable standards. In addition, the Department of the Environment will accept responsibility for continuing a monitoring
program begun in 1979, and will be assisted by the Ministry of
Natural Resources. Individuals and groups, who have fought so
hard to maintain the sanctity of the Quetico Superior will watch
this process with vigilance.
New advances are being made as the management policies for
the two regions mature. Next year Ontario hopes to reduce visitor
group size from nine to six, as well as stating that only two parties
may travel together. A volunteer program, modeled on the admirable US example, will be in effect this year, and a Quetico visitor
education service, similar to that provided by the Forest Service
rangers at Ely, may be implemented in the near future.
Seventy-five years of cooperation wilderness management between the United States and Ontario has been responsible for preserving the Quetico-Superior. Citizens on both sides of the border
have reason to celebrate!

Martha Stradiotto is part of a writing and photography team who
live adjacent to Quetico Provincial Park, Canada.
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US National Park Service

AI Hassa Oases of Saudi
Arabia: 4,000 Years of History

(At the request of the Saudi Arabia government, a US National
Park Service interdisciplinary team recently visited the Kingdom's
Eastern Province to determine the feasibility of developing a national recreation park in the area. The following is excerpted from
the team's report.)
AI Hassa oases are the largest in Saudi Arabia, and possibly
the largest area of spring-fed oases in the world. This area has
been inhabited for more than 4,000 years; Hofuf was once the
capital of the Eastern Province and a camel caravan trading center for ports on the Arabian Gulf.
Currently al Hassa (meaning "swampy area covered with
sand") is home to an estimated 500,000 people residing in three
cities (Hofuf, Mubarraz and Uyun) and over 60 nearby villages.
Artesian springs provide water for domestic, agricultural, industrial and limited recreational use. The land east of al Hassa to the
Arabian Gulf is arid and generally uninhabited.
Modern architecture and vehicles contrast sharply with the
sights and sounds of old Arabia in the cities and villages of al
Hassa. The Suq al Khamis (Thursday market) in Hofuf is an important retail center and visitor attraction where traditional Arabian wares are sold next to modern products. Camels, sheep,
cattle, goats and donkeys can be purchased at the Thursday market, and donkeys pulling small carts are common sights along
the highways. The caves of Jebel al Q'arah house potters who
produce earthenware jugs and pots by traditional methods for
sale to residents and tourists. Roads connecting the oases pass
through many small villages and farms where manual labor is
still common.
The oases are assumed to have extended northeast of Jawatha
Mosque in the Middle Ages. However, shifting sand and soil deterioration have diminished them. The northeast quadrant of the
oases has been exposed continually to the prevailing north
winds. The shifting dunes buried villages, destroyed cultivated
lands, and blocked irrigation canals, causing water shortages.
High winds caused extensive crop damage. Shifting dunes
caused people to move south, abandoning villages and farms and
establishing new ones.
Since the 1960s the Saudi Arabian Government has embarked
upon an extensive program of dune stabilization and irrigation
and drainage. The results have been a more even distribution of
fresh water, restoration of the soil and increased productivity.
The Government now is considering the feasibility of further
protection for the area as a national recreational park. The everincreasing number of visitors would be able to see one of Islam's
oldest mosques, to hear and see a fascinating variety of marsh
wildlife, and to stand atop the fortifications of the once powerful
Ottoman empire only recently expelled from the Arabian peninsula.
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Description ofthe Area
Flora and fauna: Because of the availability of fresh water at
various sites throughout the region, al Hassa has a wider variation of plant and animal species than many deserts. However, it
is still unclear how many species of mammals, birds, reptiles and
fish are common to the area. Even less is known about their
range, habitat requirements and species viability.
Over 50 species of mammals, including camels, antelopes and
foxes, as well as smaller species such as bats and highly specialized rodents, are present in the Gulf region. The bird life,
especially in al Hassa, is even richer. Over 80 species are common in the area, including bitterns, herons, grebes, coots, palm
doves, desert larks, bulbuls, and owls.
Man's impact on the flora and fauna in the area, as in the rest
of the world, has been largely negative. Exploration for oil and
urbanization have left significant marks on the environment. In
the Gulf region many predator species, as well as the ostrich,
Hubar bustard, Arabian oryx and the gazelle, have disappeared;
it appears the wolf, desert hare, and desert partridge may soon
follow suit.
However, in al Hassa, with its abundance of water, man has
created new habitat areas: the evaporation seas, sewage lagoons,
irrigated crops, gardens, and refuse areas. Airports have become
prime areas for climax natural vegetation and associated fauna
because the fencing keeps out camels, sheep and goats. Development of the irrigation systems and evaporation seas are perhaps the most indicative of the tremendous impacts man has had
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on the area; they may be the finest bird habitat in the Gulf region
and support significant amphibian and fish populations as well.
Climate: In the Eastern Province the climate ranges from extreme summer heat to moderate winter temperatures with occasional frost. There are periods of concentrated rain, strong winds
and sandstorms. On the average, the Eastern Province receives
60mm (2.3 inches) of precipitation per year. In summer, afternoon temperatures may reach highs of 52°C (125°F). Winds generally are strongest during June and July, with occasional shamals (sandstorms) with winds of 40-50 km/hr (25-30 mph) and
gusts of 100 km/hr (60 mph). August is the hottest month but
usuall y the calmest.
Hydrology: Covering an area of 180 km2 (112 sq mi), the
oases derive their water from artesian springs and wells. The
springs and runoff from the coastal sabkhahs (clay and salt flats)
are the only natural flows of the surface water in the area. The
artesian springs of al Hassa are fed by rainwater trapped in the
Tuwaig Escarpment catchment basin near Riyadj. The water
seeps eastward to form aquifers at three underground levels; it is
estimated that it takes 15,000 years for the the water to flow the
length of aquifers.
While there is sufficient water volume to provide strong flowing springs and wells year-round, there has been a slow but continuous fall in the water level of the uppermost aquifer, probably.
the result of increased well drilling and the ever increasing demand for water. However, the lower aquifers are still largely untapped and should last for at least another 100 years.
Geology: The area is part of a geological zone which extends
from the Kuwaiti border in the north to Haradh in the south; from
the Arabian Gulf in the east to the Dahara Desert in the west. The
al Hassa oases are 130 to 160 meters (425 to 525 feet) above sea
level; to the west, the steep scarp of the Shedgum Plateau reaches
290 meters (952 feet).
Between 40 and 60 million years ago the area was covered by a
sea which deposited layers of marine limestone, sandstone, and
shale on the ocean floor. In the last two million years the chief
agents shaping the topography have been the erosion activity of
the wind and infrequent rains. Large sand dunes moving slowly
southward have historically posed major threats to villages around
the oases, but sand stabilization programs have effectively halted
this encroachment.
Archaeology and History: The abundant, high quality artesian
water has made the al Hassa oases a focal point of human history
in the eastern Arabian peninsula. Evidence of human occupation
in the Eastern Province dates back to Pleistocene times (more than
10,000 years ago); evidence of settled communities dates back
roughly 9000 years. Extensive contact with contemporary cultures, most notably the Ubayd civilization of Mesopotamia, is
indicated by archeological remains between 5,000 and 7,000
years old. Jawatha, within al Hassa, was built in aproximately 635
AD, and is believed to be the second oldest Friday mosque in
Arabia.
The early Islamic period (630-1055 AD) saw the rise of the
Qarmathian states within the oases, with substantial population
centers bound together by complex irrigation and drainage systems. Since that time the area has played an important role in the
growth and development of the present Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Study Team Review
The study team carefully reviewed previous recommendations for
park development and examined a number of sites within the region. The following areas were identified as those which, individually or collectively, offer a diverse range of natural and historic resource opportunities to satisfy the recreational needs of
Saudi Arabia's Eastern Province.

Four of these buttes rise more than 30 meters above the desert at
Jebel Arba. These unusualformations were caused by wind erosion
of the sandstone.
Mashatal al Shapane: Already a public park, with three outfall
tanks used for bathing and swimming, and mature shade trees
(tamarisk, acacia and eucalyptus). Irrigation water is pumped into
the outfall tanks and carried through the park by cement and
earthen canals. Dikes along the road are opened regularly, allowing flood irrigation.
Jawatha Mosque: Reputed to have been built about 13 AH
(635 AD), it is one of the historically significant and sacred sites in
the Kingdom. The Kaaba, or Black Stone, is claimed to have been
held here after its removal from Mecca. The site of the mosque,
which has been covered by drifting sands, marked the northern
extension of the al Hassa settlement area. Only the upper arches of
the mosque are above present ground level, protected from further
sand encroachment by walls and tamarisk plantings. The nearby
village of Jawatha has been completely covered by sand.
Sand Stabilization Project: The protection areas of this project
have produced an extensive area suitable for recreation and conservation education programs. The area has two components: (1)
the original L-shaped, 20-year-old vegetated line of defense
against the sand, and (2) four more recent lines of defense, about
eight years old. Each of these vegetated lines are about 0.3 km
wide, separated by open areas of scenic drifting dunes with scattered small groves of trees. The forests of mature trees effectively
stabilize the dunes at the edge of the desert.
North Evaporation Sea: Encircled by dunes, this expansive
area contains several open bodies of water and areas of dense
vegetation created by the run-off of irrigation waters from the
oases. The recent addition of water to the area has converted the
fiats into a lush marsh/lake area supporting a wide variety of
mammals, amphibians, fish and birds.
Uqair Fort and Beach: Located on the Arabian Gulf, the large
fort and watchtower are tangible evidence of the importance the
Ottomans placed on Uqair and the nearby spring. The site's history extends back at least 4,500 years. Through the 1940s it was a
major port of entry, and remains of the extensive customs facilities
still occupy a large part of the village's shoreline.
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Remains of an extensive customs facility recall the time when al Uqair was a major port of entry to Saudi Arabia for goods from Bahrain,
India, East Africa and other Arab States.
Q'asr Kilabiyah: The site contains the vestige of an Ottoman
fort developed to protect villagers and to guard an adjacent
spring-fed pool. The pool is used for swimming, camel watering
and car washing.
Jebel al Q'arah: These caves, remnants of an earlier marine
environment, were formed by the action of breaking waves. Artisans make and sell traditional earthenware vessels in the caves;
many visitors simply escape to the cool interior to avoid the midday heat.
Jebel Arba: A cluster of four eroded sandstone buttes rise
above a desert expanse. This is the northern edge of the Rub' al
Khali desert (Empty Quarter).
Q'asr Waziyah: Two Ottoman forts dating from the 18th
century, with walls and turrets still reasonably intact.
Q'asr Ibrahim: A 16th century Ottoman fortification that
served as headquarters for a regional garrison. The fort, with its
palace and large domed mosque, is one of the most historical
structures in the area.
South Evaporation Sea: This large body of water is fed by
irrigation runoff and effluent from the Hofuf waste disposal system. A large sand dune dominates the site and is surrounded by
the sea on three sides. A relatively natural marsh/lake ecosystem
has begun to develop.
Historic Caravan Route: Running between the old port of al
Uqair on the Arabian Gulf and the village of lishshah at the eastern edge of al Hassa, this could provide an opportunity for adventurous visitors to experience the rigors of a desert crossing made
by pilgrims travelling from the east to make the Hajj (religious trip
to Mecca) or traders carrying their wares by camel or donkey.
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Sand stabilization efforts and irrigation and drainage projects
have resulted in more even distribution offresh water to all
parts of the oases, restoration of the soil and increased
productivity. The evaporation seas provide some of the finest
bird habitat in the Gulf region, and support significant
populations of amphibians and fish.

Conclusion
The oases of al Hassa already attract visitors from many parts of
the Kingdom and beyond. People use the beaches and warm waters of Uqair. A few are aware of the historical resources and come
to al Hassa to explore part of their nation's past. Some have discovered the expanses of water and sand of the evaporation areas.
However, all of these resources have potential that far exceed
present use. The quality and variety of the resources and their
potential provide exciting possibilities not only for the residents of
aI Hassa, but also for all residents of the Kingdom.
Photographs: Courtesy US National Park Service
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Guidelines for Restoring Brick Masonry

Richard Collier

guidelines for the repair and cleaning of brick
masonry.

Introduction
With an increasing interest in historic architecture and the re-use of old buildings, more and
more government and commercial buildings
and private homes are undergoing restoration
and renovation. Particularly with masonry
buildings, it has become apparent that some of
the exterior work undertaken to preserve them
is in fact setting up conditions that render the
building unsightly and more vulnerable to
decay than before commencement of 'restoration. ' If our heritage buildings are to survive, a
restoration program must include extensive investigation, thorough technical knowledge,
properly applied techniques, suitable equipment and good workmanship. This technical
paper will discuss the nature of restoration work
for brick building exteriors,
and provide

A Warning About Sandblasting
The most common treatment currently used in
the 'restoration' of brick is sandblasting, which
is believed by many to be the main cure for a
building's masonry problems. The reason most
often used in justifying sandblasting is that it is
cost effective-cheaper
than washing or paint
stripping. But though crumbling mortar, peeling paint, unsightly streaks of grime and layers
of soot seem to dissolve under the magic wand
of sandblasting, subsequent repairs to eroded
mortar and severely damaged brick may be
prohibitively
expensive in the long term.
Sandblasting in effect partially destroys old

masonry, magnifies its problems, and places its
long term stability in jeopardy.
Sandblasting is an abrasive cleaning method
which involves forcing fine sand in combination with compressed air, or water against the
surface to be cleaned. This process not only removes the dirt, stains and paint, but also the
relatively hard exterior finish or glaze of the
brick, producing a porous, pitted surface that
allows for a high degree of rainwater penetration (see Figure I). With frequent freezing and
thawing, water-soaked brick surfaces will expand and contract, causing flaking and crumbling. This is a particular danger in areas of the
province with a pronounced freeze-thaw cycle,
or temperature difference between day and
night. Sandblasting also removes mortar in uncontrollable amounts, so that repointing is often
made necessary. The resulting patchwork is a

Figure J - The crater-like effects caused by
sandblasting are irrepairable. This particular
damage was the result of blasting away several
layers of paint to expose the so-called natural
brick. Without the protection of paint, this soft
and porous brick and mortar will deteriorate at a
rapid rate.
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Figure 2-The blotches and patches on this surface are caused by uncontrolled and uneven sandblasting,
joints, and small patches of old paint that sandblasting could not remove.

mess (see Figure 2). A further problem with
sandblasting is that the newly blasted rough surface attracts and holds more dirt and dust than
the original, so that in several years time a
sandblasted surface will have lost its bright,
"old brick look." Several Vancouver and Victoria (Canada) buildings that were sandblasted
in the early 1970s are now looking quite tired.

1 Research
The proper approach to restoring brick masonry
begins with a thorough investigation leading to
a list, as complete as possible, of the building's
problems. Only after a comprehensive picture
has been compiled, can measures be taken to
resolve problems concerning stability, appearance, and historical accuracy. Once the problems have been identified, the means for their
resolution must be the most gentle possible to
accomplish the task. Investigation may prove
that it is better to do nothing at all than risk irreversible damage to the building.
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old lime mortar joints, new cement mortar

Most requirements for masonry repair are
Once the cause of the problems has been
caused by inadequate protection of the wall
identified, the structural inadequacy in the
from weather. Some common weather-related
building that brought on the masonry problems
problems are:
should be eliminated, i.e, waterproof the wall
cap, install a new eavestrough, or ensure ade• lack of a weathertight cap for the wall or
chimney. This allows rain-water and melting
quate perimeter drainage.
snow to seep down the wall and loosen the
old, soft, lime mortar. Serious damage is
caused in winter when the water freezes,
causing the bonding to break up and the
bricks to split. Inadequate eavestroughs and
downspouts can cause similar problems.
2 Guidelines for Masonry Repair
• improper perimeter or foundation drainage.
This also can cause deterioration of mortar
and frost damage.
Problems brought on by inadequate weather
• adjacent building demolished, leaving a wall
protection usually call for replacing some
that was never meant to be exposed to the
bricks, repointing -the mortar or dismantling
weather. Water damage can result, as ridges
part of the structure and rebuilding it. The folof mortar, and holes in the mortar joints collowing guidelines will help ensure that the solect moisture.
lutions selected do not bring further problems.
Other causes may be:
• traffic vibrations, earthquakes. These may
have cracked a wall through too rapid settling of inadequate foundations; or caused . Replacing Bricks
weaknesses in the joints of walls or floors.
Replacement bricks should match the originals
• original design and construction flaws. These
as closely as possible in size, colour, texture and
need investigation by an engineer or arhardness, for reasons of both appearance and
chitect familiar with old buildings.

durability. Hard, modern bricks expand at a different rate than turn-of-the-century,
lowtemperature fired ones. Depending on the conditions particular to the job site, differences in
the expansion rate can cause cracks in the
masonry. If replacement bricks are to be obtained from another building it is best to get
ones from the exterior, because some interior
bricks were 'seconds' and not capable of standing up to the weather. Care should be taken to
set the replacement brick flush with the surrounding intact bricks, and tomatch the original coursing method or bonding pattern.

struck or
weather joint

beaded pointing

key or
concave joint

flush joint

Rebuilding
Rebuilding a small area such as a parapet wall
corner is necessary when the bricks are very
loose, or when structural damage is evident.
Before rebuilding, take photos recording the
as-found condition of the area. Numbering
each brick may be necessary in complex restoration work.

Figure 3-The most common brick joints and pointing used in turn-of-the-century

buildings.

Repointing
Repointing is necessary when the mortar at the
joint surface is badly deteriorated or when
water penetration is a problem. In preparation
for repointing, rake out the joints one-half to
one inch, then wash them to remove loose particles. To avoid damage to the brick, power
tools should not be used in raking out the mortar. Before the new mortar is grouted, the joints
must be thoroughly wetted. The mortar used
should match the original mortar composition
and the original pointing method (see Figures
3 and 4). A note of caution is in order here concerning repointing with hard cement mortar
over the old, soft lime mortar. The relatively
impervious cement mortar will seal off the
joints. This is good except that with the irregularity and permeability of the old bricks, water
will doubtless get in somewhere, then move
along the old mortar, concentrating in a few
spots. Freezing of this water will pop out the
new mortar. Repointing with the original mortar composition is also important for appearance's sake. An 1890s brick building with lime
mortar flush joints will not look the same when
it is repointed with cement mortar key (concave) joints. This is a minor point, but if we are
to preserve our heritage buildings as architectural examples of the past, we should think seriously about the effects of minor alterations as
well as major ones. Repointing with cement
mortar can also cause damage when salts from
the cement, in solution with rainwater, penetrate the brick surface. When the salts crystallize, they force the surface to flake off.
If only certain areas of a wall need repointing
then the pointing method and composition must
match the surrounding intact joints in order to
avoid a patch-work effect. Of course, no matter
how close the new is to the original, patches
will be visible for several years until curing and
dirt absorption ensure a uniform surface.

Figure 4-Two buildings joined together show the varied effects of sandblasting on two different
types of brick. This' careful' or 'sensitive' use of sand under a relatively low pressure still
managed to damage both surfaces, the left one more so than the right. The use of cement mortar
in this partial repointing job is unsightly and can lead to further problems.
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Matching Mortar Composition
If the new mortar is to match the proportion of
lime, sand and whatever else (Portland cement,
medusa cement, colouring additives, etc.),
then the old mortar wall has to be analysed. For
buildings of major significance a technical expert may require a lab analysis, but for most
buildings undergoing renovation and restoration, an on-site decision by mason, architect, or
engineer experienced
in restoration
work
should suffice.
The mortar used in turn-of-the-century red
brick buildings was usually a mixture of slaked
or hydrated lime and sand, which made a soft
mortar suitable for soft, low-temperature fired
bricks. The glazed and coloured bricks commonly used after 1910 were much harder, and
the mortar used contained a portion of cement
to achieve a harder bond. Lime mortar composition was often in the order of I part hydrated
or slaked lime to 3 parts sand. A harder and
faster setting mortar would consist of I part
white cement, 3 parts hydrated or slaked lime,
and 3 to 5 parts sand. It is considered good
building practice to use mortar mixing proportions as close as possible to the original so
that expansion and contraction rates will be
similar to those of the surrounding original
brickwork. Frost damage to the masonry will
thereby be minimized.

3 Cleaning Masonry

High pressure water is now becoming popular as a cleaning method, but this must be approached with caution. The pressure must be
controllable so that adjustments can be made to
suit the physical properties of the mortar and
brick, and the nature of the substance to be removed. A pressure of 200 psi (pounds per
square inch) may be safe for some soft brick,
whereas 350 psi could be suitable for harder
surfaces. However, the mortar pointing may not
even survive the lower, and herein lies the real
danger in using pressurized water. If much sand
from the mortar is removed under pressure, the
result will be similar to a mild sandblastingthe loose sand will act in conjunction with the
water to scour the brick surface (see Figure 5).
The damage is irreversible.
Whether the water is pressurized or not, care
should be taken to ensure that water does not
leak into the building, that adequate site drainage exists, and that all danger of freezing temperatures has passed.

Using Detergents
If the grime, etc., is glued on with an oily film
or is soaked into the surface, masonry detergents and cleansers may be of some assistance.
The building owner must be careful to get the
most appropriate cleaner, and the right contractor. Be prepared to do small experimental test
patches, and make certain that the contractor
has successfully cleaned other buildings which
had similar problems. Any treatment that harms
the masonry, or for that matter other components of the building (windows, sashes, etc.),
should be avoided.

Removing Paint
Paint removal is another common problem
which should be approached with caution.
Even though the building may have been
painted originally, you may feel compelled to
follow the modern misconception that all old
brick buildings were of exposed brick. This was
often not the case. Patches of old paint in remote corners and protected areas will often indicate the original surface treatment. Sometimes the quality of the brick was so low that
paint was required as a basic protection. Paint
removal in this case would have serious results.
There are, however, two situations where
paint removal makes sense. The first is if the old'
layers are chalky or are flaking off in patches.
Chalkiness is caused by age; flaking by a variety
of causes including improper surface preparation and water leakage. Once the cause of paint
failure is determined and corrected, the loose
paint can be removed by water, brush, scraper
or whatever means that will not harm the bricks
and mortar. When properly prepared, the building can be repainted.
The second situation requiring paint removal
arises when the masonry has been sealed with
gloss oil-base paint, or with oil-base paint containing powdered aluminum. These paint types
will partially seal the masonry, allowing for
moisture penetration in some areas, and moisture and salt accumulation in others. Moisture
from inside the building can also build up behind the paint layer. The paint will then flake
off, taking the masonry surface with it. If this
problem seems to be developing, the seal of the
paint must be eliminated. This is best done with
commercial paint stripper. The removal does

A thorough investigation of the brick surface is
the first step in the cleaning process. It is most
important to know the original, subsequent and
existing conditions of the surface before the
problem can be defined. Was the building surface originally exposed brick, or was it painted?
What is the condition of the existing bricks and
mortar, and will they withstand cleaning? What
are the causes of localized stains? A thorough
investigation will determine what needs cleaning, and how cleaning should best proceed.
Let us now look at some common problems
associated with the appearance of an old brick
building wall: soot and grime, various kinds of
stains, old paint, etc.

Washing
How is cleaning best accomplished? This depends on what it is that needs to be cleaned off
the brick. Soot, grime and dust will come off
satisfactorily with water and nylon or bristle
brushes. Of course, care must be taken not to
remove the soft lime mortar pointing by washing and scrubbing. The condition of the masonry is very important when considering even
the mildest treatment by water and brush. A
high temperature fired glazed brick and cement mortar pointing will withstand considerable scrubbing. Low temperature fired brick
with lime mortar will not.
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Figure 5-This relatively hard, good quality brick of the early 1920s has recently received a
'careful' cleaning with pressurized water and sand. The resulting surface is slightly pitted, but
much more porous than before blasting. The repointing has been done with a cement mortar,
salts from which have migrated under the porous brick surface during heavy rainstorms. Some
of the bricks in the photo show that thin sheets of brick have flaked when these salts crystallized.
(The photo was taken three months after this so-called restoration job.)
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not have to include every last bit of paint-just
enough to allow the surface to 'breathe. ' Washing, further preparation work, and repainting
follows.

Removing and Repairing Stucco
Similar to the originally painted brick building
is one that was stuccoed, parged, or rendered.
The reason that the brick was covered over,
either at construction time or decades later, is
often because the brick was of poor quality, or
badly weathered, or simply for the sake of appearances (see Figure 6). Removing this layer is
possible, but sensible only if the brick can stand
exposure to the elements, the parging is not
original, and the removal can be achieved without severely damaging the brick. Information
gleaned from old photos, plus a small test
patch, will provide sufficient indication as to
whether or not the stucco or parging should be
removed.
If the old (and likely original) parging is coming off in small areas only, look to problems
such as leaky eavestroughs, faulty drains, and
uncapped walls. Makes the necessary corrections before patching the areas with the same
type of material. If the original parging is firmly
fixed and otherwise sound, it should be left on
(see Figure 7).
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Figure 6-The destruction of this brickwork was caused by the removal of the parging or rendering,
which was applied at construction time in order to provide a smooth surface. The architect
never intended to have this brick exposed. Unfortunately, current renovation design stresses the
beauty of old brick and ignores the durability and appearance of the original surface.
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Figure 7-The parging or rendering on this brick cornice has been well maintained, and painted in an imaginative manner to emphasize the detailing.
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Figure 8 - This brickwork has recently been uncovered by a careful removal of stucco. Although
damage has been kept to a minimum, the number
of chips and small holes, minor brick and mortar
deterioration, and the need for some replacement bricks, will make a restoration of the brick
surface a complex task. Several layers of old
paintfurther complicate matters. Painting this
building brick red may be the best way of providing a uniform surface. A close examination of the
actual paint layers gives evidence that one of the
former coats of paint (and maybe the original)
was indeed brick red, with white lines painted on
to imitate mortar joints.

Figure 9-The beaded pointing of this masonry is
well protected with paint. Unfortunately however, the original smooth surface has been altered with the needless application of a thick
paint with granular additives. The resulting
sandpaper-like surface collects considerable
dust and soot.

Painting and Sealing
After completion of restoration work such as
repointing, cleaning and rebuilding, painting
may be the last major task. If the building was
originally unpainted and is in good condition, it
should remain unpainted. However, there are
two good reasons for painting brick. One is that
painting is a good way of unifying a surface that
is so patched, stained and altered that it cannot
practically be made to look good (see Figure 8).
The paint in this case should match the colour of
the brick. On surfaces that were originally
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painted, the colour could match the original, if
it is at all possible to determine, and if it is suitable (see Figure 9). The other reason for painting is to provide a measure of protection for the
masonry (see Figure 10). If the brick surfaces
are 'powdering off,' no paint will adhere.
However, paint will adhere to and help preserve
intact surfaces.
It is most important that the type of paint used
is a masonry paint, that the preparation and application follow the manufacturer's instructions
as well as good restoration procedures.
Liquid silicone sealers, often used for pro-

tecting the surface and repelling water, are not
recommended for they frequently cause more
problems than they solve. Water vapour from
inside the building, rising damp from the foundations, and driving rain can concentrate behind the sealer and freeze or cause salt build-up.
Damage to the masonry would follow. Silicone
sealers are also likely to change the appearance
of the surface by causing a mottled effect. Finally, they only last a few years.

Figure IO-This cornice is well protected with a sheet metal cap and a good application of paint. Although the colour scheme is not original, it is
appropriately decorative and attractive.

4 Suggested Reading
Additional information may be found in the following publications:
• Grimmer, Anne E. Dangers of Abrasive
Cleaning to Historic Buildings. Preservation
Brief No.6, H.C.R.S., Washington: u.s.
Department of the Interior, 1979.
• Mack, Robert C. Cleaning and Waterproof
Coating of Masonry Buildings. Preservation
Brief No.2. O.A.H.P./H.C.R.S.
Washington: U. S. Department of the Interior, 1976.
• Mack, Robert C. Repointing Mortar Joints
in Historic Brick Buildings. Preservation
Brief No.2. O.A.H.P./H.C.R.S.
Washington: U.S. Department of the Interior, 1976.
• The Old House Journal. Vol. I, No.2 (November, 1983); Vol. III, No.2 (February,
1975); Vol. V, No.5 (May, 1977).
• Ritchie, T. Cleaning of Brickwork. Canadian
Digest No.4. Ottawa: Division of Building
Research,
National Research Council,
1978.
• Stafford, B. F. Poultice Method for Treating
Bituminous Stains on Masonry Products.
Building Research Note No. 60. Ottawa: National Research Council, 1967.
• Weaver, Martin. Blast It? Heritage Canada
Magazine Reprints, February and May,
1979, P.O. Box 1867, Station B, Ottawa KIP
5R4.
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Dutch Sand Ladder
If you have ever climbed a steep sandhill you
can appreciate the difficulty involved. The
wasted effort of sliding back every other step,
with the sand grains always managing a way
into your socks. In Golden Gate National Recreation Area, USA, a new device from the
Netherlands is helping park managers minimize
erosion on steep sand trails, and making it
easier for visitors to ascend the coastal trails.
Ancient sand dunes represent much of the
surface soil in the San Francisco headlands.
Beach access trails which annually lead millions of visitors down the steep sandy cliffs to
the Pacific Ocean are falling victim to accelerated erosion. People side-stepping the gullied
trails trample adjacent coastal plants, thus creating new social trails and further degrading the
eroding hillside.
To remedy this problem, the flexible Dutch
Sand Ladder is placed directly on the trail. The'
visitor uses the wooden rungs of the ladder as
steps for ascending and descending. The ladder
itself is composed of three elements: the runners of the ladder are flexible '1<1 inch (6 mm)
galvanized steel cable; the rungs are 2 inch (4.5
ern) diameter tree poles cut into four foot
lengths and drilled to allow the cable runners to
pass through on both ends; wire clamps are fastened to the cable on the downhill side of each
rung to maintain equal stepping distance (16 in
-40 ern) between each rung. The 25 foot (7.6
m) lengths of ladder are anchored at the uphill
end to a 4 x 4 inch (10 x 10 ern) post which is
buried beneath the soil. This allows the maintenance person periodically to lift the ladder from
the last rung, shake the drifting sand free, and
replace the ladder on the surface.
.
The Dutch Sand Ladder serves three functions. First, each rung acts as a miniature
checkdam to hold loose soil in place, which
prevents the conveyor belt effect of visitors
pushing sand downslope when walking. Second, this simple, aesthetic, and low profile
structure helps to designate the trail as the official route up and down the slope, reducing
further trampling of the surrounding vegeta-

3 inch tree

post
!i

inch aircraft
cable

tion. Third, the wooden rungs provide sure
footing, and make ascending sand hills easier
for the visitor.
In Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
the sand ladder is used on both sandy slopes and
on mucky serpentine erosional features. The
Dutch Sand Ladder is applicable to a variety of
soil types, whether it be volcanic, glacial or de-

composed rock. Any foot trail on a steep slope
with loose soil can benefit from using the sand
ladder.

James F. Milestone is a National Park ranger at
Golden Gate National
Recreation
Area,
California, USA.
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This latest-and
smallest-addition
to a series
of kiosk design by the US National Park Service has become popular nationally. Intended to
accommodate one person, when closed it doubles as a continental European-type kiosk displaying posters and notices of activities.
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Design by George Stephen. Reprinted from Design, a National Park Service publication in
cooperation with the National Recreation and
Park Assn.

James Thorsell New
Executive Officer for
Commission on
National Parks
James Thorsell became the new Executive
Officer of mCN's Commission on National
Parks and Protected Areas on January I, 1984,
replacing Jeff McNeely, who has been named
Programme Officer ofIUCN.
Dr. Thorsell has extensive international experience in numerous areas of the world. Prior
to his present appointment, he had served as
senior lecturer in parks and conservation at the
College of African Wildlife Management in
Tanzania. He has also worked on projects in
Kenya, Uganda and Ethiopia.
A native Canadian, his first conservation position was with Parks Canada, where he worked
in parks in all regions of the country. He received his doctorate degree from British Columbia in Resource Planning and Conservation.
Dr. Thorsell brings additional strength to
IUCN through his long association
with
CNPPA, his background of practical knowledge gained through field experience and his
academic background.

Fifth Latin American
Meeting on National Parks
This meeting was held from June 28 to July 4,
coinciding with the 25th Birthday Celebration
of the Argentinian National Parks Association.
Delegations from neighbouring countries attended and Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela sent their contributions by mail. All Argentine provinces were represented and in addition to the actual authorities of the Argentine
National Park Service, four former National
Park Directors were present. The New Delhi
park concept was reinforced.
Recommendations
were directed towards
setting up outside the national parks different
sorts of study and recreation areas. Representatives of the national and provincial tourist
_boards were insisting on keeping the national
parks intact and taking out all development
(hotels, highways, etc.). The national parks
administrators of Argentina (present government) were in favour of three-star hotels,
former and presumably future administrators

were against development, greatly helped by
economic reports which proved that facilities
outside the park contribute to the economy of
the region, while development inside the parks
leads to economic and ecological disasters.
- Maria Buchinger de AJitsz

75 Nations Now Part of
World Heritage Convention
As of July 31,1983, the list of State Parties to
the Convention Concerning the Protection of
the World's Cultural and Natural Heritage stood
at 75. States joining the Convention during
1983 included: Colombia, Jamaica, Lebanon,
Madagascar, and Turkey.

'Iwo US Parks Added
To World Heritage List
San Juan National Historic Site in Puerto Rico
(including La Fortaleza, the Governor's residence) and Great Smoky Mountains National
Park were added to the World Heritage list in
December by the 21-nation World Heritage
Committee.
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, the
most heavily visited natural area in the National
Park System, straddles the North CarolinaTennessee border. Major attractions include the
mountains themselves, the preserved traditions
and lore of mountain folklife, striking displays
of flowering plants and shrubs, fall colors, wild
animals, superb hiking opportunities, and beautiful rivers, streams, and waterfalls.
San Juan National Historic Site is bordered
on the north by the Atlantic and on the south
and west by a vast and graceful bay. The main
attractions are the EI Morro and San Cristobal
Castles and the El Canuelo Fort. Sanjuan Gate,
the main entrance to the walled city from the
harbor side, is another important landmark.
The designations are conferred under the
terms of the World Heritage Convention of
1972, which identifies and encourages the protection of natural and cultural properties of outstanding universal value around the world. Currently 78 nations are members of the Convention.

Mycological Reserve
Established in Argentina
Dr. Enrique G. Orquin, mayor of Santa
Catalina, and dean of the University of La
Plata, inaugurated on 30 July 1983 the first
mycological reserve, in a forest of 60 ha. There
is a great variety of fungi which are not common in other parts of Argentina but are abundant in this forest, this habitat is also the southernmost distribution of the Amazonian mycological flora.
The reserve will be named in honour of Dr.
Carlos Spegazzini, first mycologist of Argentina.

New Protected Areas
In The Dominican Republic
Dr. Salvador Jorge Blanco, President of the
Dominican Republic, has signed a Decree for
the establishment of three new national parks
and four natural reserves.
The Jaragua National Park includes important coastal areas in the Barahona Peninsula and
the Beata and Alto Velo islands in the southern
part of the country. The Montecristi National
Park includes the biggest mangrove of the country. When preparing the Caribbean Conservation Strategy IUCN identified this region as a
priority area. It covers part of the Manzanillo
Bay with the adjacent marine area.
Finally, the Sierra de' Bahoruco National
Park includes conifer forests and the best representation of dry forest in the country. Two colonies of Pterodroma hasetata, the only ones
known in the Dominican Republic, will also be
protected. More than 110 of the 270 orchid
species reported to be found in the country are
represented, 30 of them endemic to that area.
The Decree also establishes the natural scientific reserves of Laguna de Rincon, Laguna Redonda y Laguna Limon, Isabel de Torres and
Valle Nuevo. The National Office of Parks is to
initiate and establish the limits of these areas
within six months.
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BOOKS AND NOTICES
Vandalism Control Management for Parks
and Recreation Areas. 1983. Monty L. Christiansen. Prepared for the US National Park
Service, Park and Recreation Technical Service
Division, Northeast Service Area. Available
through the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS) as publication Number PB8-3179960. Venture Publishing, Inc., State College, Pennsylvania
16801. $9.95 in North
America. Distributed outside North America
by E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd., I I New Fetter
Lane, London EC4P 4EE, England, L 10.
As park managers are only too well aware, vandalism is an enormously complex social and
technical subject. It is also very costly: annual
losses through property damage in the USA
alone are estimated at over $500 million. How
to manage the control of such problems is the
subject of this excellent manual. Its author,
Monty Christiansen, currently teaches at Pennsylvania State University, and he is widely experienced in handling the baffling topics involved.
The book is short, often seeming to be little
more than an outline. Its simplicity of appearance is deceptive, however. The organization is
thorough and the result is a carefully laid out
approach to the management of vandalism control in five sections of text.
Managers who are interested in the techniques of vandalism control and damage repair
will be intrigued by the three appendices. These
provide in-depth information on the technical
aspects, an excellent discussion ofterminology,
references, and a substantial bibliography.
Park managers, administrators, maintenance
personnel, students - in fact anyone in the
business of parks and recreation -can
rejoice
that this booklet was commissioned, and that its
author produces such a useful result.
-R.I. Standish

Legislacao de Conservacao de Natureza (Nature Conservation Legislation).
1983. Fundacao Brasileira Para A Conservacao da Natureza (FBCN); Companhia Energetica de Sao
Paulo (CESP). 510 pages. Third Edition.
Available from: FBCN; Rua Miranda Valverde
103, Botafogo; 22.281 Rio de Janeiro, R.J.,
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Brasil. Price: US $20.00 including postage and
handling.

Biosphere Reserves
Management Conference

This standard reference work on Brazilian federal environmental legislation was compiled
originally by D. F. Cavalcanti in 1972 and updated in 1978. The Third Edition lists, in
chronological order, the text of pertinent sections of the various laws, decrees, and other
legal instruments ("portarias") which provide
the basis for Brazil's nature conservation programs. These include all acts establishing national parks and other protected areas since
1937. Besides adding the numerous recent laws
from 1978-1983, gaps have now been filled,
where appropriate, for previous years. The
book includes a useful index with the title of
each law, as well as introduction by Maria
Tereza Jorge Padua which summarizes major
park and wildlife projects recently undertaken
by the Federal Government.
While the specific details of Brazilian legal
instruments primarily would be of domestic interest, this Portuguese-language
volume does
serve as a useful format which could be followed readily in other countries. The publication of this edition also illustrates a mutually
beneficial working relationship between a nongovernmental
conservation
organization,
FBCN, and an environmentally sensitive energy production company, CESP, which also
might be emulated elsewhere.
-Gary B. Wetterberg

A conference on the Management of Biosphere
Reserves, sponsored by the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, will be held November 26-29, 1984, at Gatlinburg, Tennessee,
USA.
Subject areas are:
• The Biosphere Reserve in Concept and Practice
• The Roles of Biosphere Reserves in Developed Countries
• Research Technology Development and Information Transfer
• Public Education and Development of a
Conservation Ethic
• Resource Management and the Role of Biosphere Reserves in Integrated Development
• Coordination
Strategies at the Regional,
Bilateral and International Levels
Principles presented will be illustrated within a
series of workshops on the following management issues: air pollutants, development of
nonrenewable resources, use of renewable resources, problem species, visitor activities. For
further information contact:
Dr. John D. Peine, Director
Uplands Field Research Laboratory
P.O. Box 260
Gatlinburg, TN 37738, USA

Corrections
Forest History Museums of the World. 1983.
Forest History Society, 109 Coral St., Santa
Cruz, CA 95060, USA. Paperback 75 p. Price:
US$7 .50 plus $1 for shipping and handling.
This illustrated directory lists 314 museums in
33 countries devoted wholly or in major part to
the representation of man's historic use of the
forest and its many products.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by country, state or province, and by city. Each entry is
accompanied by collection descriptions as well
as information regarding tours, publications,
library and archival holdings, and other facilities. An index lists museum names in English and the native language.

In the last issue, the correct name of one
of the authors of Environmentally Sound
Small Scale Forestry Projects should
have been Peter F. Ffolliott.
The IUCN Invertebrate Red Data
Book was published early in 1983 and
has been available for several months,
contrary to the announcement in Volume
8, No.2.
Credit for the pictures accompanying
Deforestation and the Population Factor in Vol. 8, No.2 should have been
given to Arno H. Brehme, Bioconservacion, Mexico.

The herds of Hungarian grey cattle that are maintained in the Kiskunsag National park not only protect and replenish a vital gene bank, but also
provide an extra attractionfor tourists. Photo: Dr. Istvan Tolgyesi

Back cover: A solitary boatman drifts slowly on the Stoney River in the Superior National Forest of Minnesota. Fish caught from these frigid
waters will provide an excellent meal around the campfire in the evening. Photo: Forest Service, US Department of Agriculture.
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